
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It is not ______________ that such mothers possessed an influence
envied throughout Greece.
1.

(surprised/surprising)

Joe still stood at the wheel, white- ______________ but calm.2.
(faced/facing)

It would be ______________ to examine whether the summits have been
ground down in places by ice, and whether there are traces of volcanic action
at different geological epochs; the plain, I suppose, has been under the sea at
no very distant period.

3.

(interested/interesting)

At the same time it is ______________ to note that the little painting which
did creep into England in the sixteenth century, was of the very kind that
formed the chief feature of the English School when it was finally established,
namely portraiture.

4.

(interested/interesting)

He appeared as much ______________ as we were and started back as
though in amazement.
5.

(surprised/surprising)

In the ______________ year, a journal was established devoted
exclusively to the science, under the title of Annales du Magnetisme Animal;
and shortly afterwards appeared the Bibliotheque du Magnetisme Animal,
and many others.

6.

(followed/following)

We have now reached the point in our consideration of the women of our
own land where we are free to turn to the story of the American woman as
she is generally known the woman of the ______________ States.

7.

(united/uniting)

They largely devoted their funds and their energies to the circulation in a
cheap form of the works of Paine, 200,000 copies being sold in 1793, and still
more in the ______________ year.

8.

(followed/following)

I was very much ______________ at this for two reasons.9.
(surprised/surprising)
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It gave him a queer, short- ______________ yet uncanny look, as though
he were trying to focus some apparition of the future.
10.

(sighted/sighting)

It is ______________ to note that there are over ninety grades of sugar
known to commerce.
11.

(interested/interesting)

It occurred to me that it would be ______________ to visit the officer
prisoners-of-war camp between Alexandria and Cairo.
12.

(interested/interesting)

Perhaps if every household would go about it in the same way it would go
far toward settling the much- ______________ servant question.
13.

(mooted/mooting)

Comparative government-devoted chiefly to a study of England, France,
Germany, and the ______________ States.
14.

(united/uniting)

He saw in Kate only a woman peculiarly dressed, with a tanned and not
too clean face, dishevelled hair, weary- ______________, and alone at a late
hour.

15.

(eyed/eyeing)

It is not ______________ that men should have wept when they saw that
ghaatly face staring at them from the rostra, and the protruding tongue and
the outstretched hands.

16.

(surprised/surprising)

In the warmer hollows there were lovely primroses, and not so many that
she ever got ______________ of them.
17.

(tired/tiring)

And suddenly Edgar became very much ______________ in the subject
of the next local examination, in which several of his schoolfellows expected
to take part, and was much more lively for the rest of the walk than he had
been before.

18.

(interested/interesting)

These lands followed the example of the ______________ States in
adopting the republic as their ideal of government.
19.

(united/uniting)

After discussions lasting for two years it was debated in parliament,
finished on the 22nd of March 1648, and was adopted by the Scottish
parliament in the ______________ year.

20.

(followed/following)
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